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ABSTRACT 

Paper describes main software and hardware components of robotic water cannon prototype, such as: 
asynchronous multithreading kernel of video analysis, fire detection algorithm using monocular video capture, aiming and 
shooting by flow of water. Fire suppression experiments with this prototype are represented in this paper. 
 
Keywords: asynchronous kernel of video analysis, robotic water cannon, video stream. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently special attention is paid to the problem 
of elimination natural cataclysms. Forest fires are the most 
frequent kind of catastrophe, which causes great damage 
to Russian economy. Actually, [1-4] describes a lot of 
information regarding forest fires led to a state of 
emergency for country’s regions. It should be noted that 
careless handling of fire is the most frequent cause of 
forest fires. Also we can’t ignore the fact that big area of 
Russian’s landscape includes the big massive of forests, 
but there is lack of professional forest-fighters to make 
early fire detection. Therefore, the scientific community 
faces the challenge of development automated systems of 
forests protection and fire suppression.  

Development of new fire detection and analysis 
algorithms are the one of perspective direction of 
computational cybernetic. In the paper [5] it is noted that, 
shooting in the bottom of pyrolysis is the most suitable 
area of fire suppression, because there is the source of 
burning and energy convention mostly gone from the 
bottom to top. Shooting to flame without accounting of its 
structure is not effective, so it is necessary to develop 
algorithm of excluding areas of fire vulnerability on the 
video stream. Current robotics inventions for flame 
detection use IR-sensors of temperature measurement. In 
this paper we provide an alternative kind of fire detection 
using RGB video stream. The advantage of this solution is 
its relative cheapness in comparison with thermal imagers, 
able to work in range of wood burning. 

The development of automatic fire protection 
system prototype which is based on flame structure 
detection on RGB-video stream is the main goal of this 
article. To achieve this goal following tasks must be 
decided: 
 
a) To develop fire detection video-analytics algorithm 
b) To develop asynchronous multithreading kernel of 

video analytics for performance increasing and ability 
to port video-analytics algorithm to embedded 
platform 

c) To conduct natural experiments as acceptance criteria 
of algorithms efficiency 

 
2. MULTITHREADING ASYNCRONUOUS  

    KERNEL OF VIDEOANALYTICS 

In case of porting algorithm of video analysis to 
less powerful architecture than PC, we had to develop 
pipeline model of video analytics which allow making 
process of capturing new frames non-lockable. 
Traditionally, developers use standard synchronous 
pipeline [6-7] which blocks capturing new frame until all 
modules finish handling the current one. Example of this 
kind of pipeline is demonstrated in Figure-1, whereК 
means frame, M - output of algorithm (metadata). 
Modules work in one thread and block providing of 
overlay and metadata until all computations is done for 
current frame. 

 

 
 

Figure-1. Lockable pipeline of video analytics. 
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The structure of this pipeline is not optimal for 
real-time video handling, since it requires that execution 
time of all modules must be less than: 
 

FPS
ta

1
 , 

 
where FPS  - number of frames per second. If pipeline has 
N-modules, the value of module’s execution time must be 
less than: 
 

0act . 
 

If this time is more than threshold, then there will 
be delay between end of frame lifetime and getting result 
of calculations that in case of synchronous pipeline it is 

not applicable in real-time applications, because this delay 
will be increased with each new frame, and it will cause 
the application to become stuck. Given the fact that 
matrices provided to input of each module, developers 
goes to improvement of processor unit characteristics 
either to sufficient reduction of processing frame’s 
resolution to provide real-time computations. Both ways 
are not optimal in case of trying to implement video 
analytics on microcomputer platform. Thus, we had to 
develop other way to modules organization, to provide its 
portability to robot water-cannon hardware architecture. 
Solution was provided by using asynchronous 
multithreading tree of video analytics model, which is 
illustrated on the Figure-2, where tree’s root is thread of 
capturing video frames, and it is not blocked by other 
tree’s nodes. 

 

 
 

Figure-2. Timing diagram of working multithreading asynchronous 
pipeline of video analytics. 

 
Each tree’s node is performed into its own thread. 

Node has its own queue of input data which is organized 
as FIFO. This queue is filled by output data (meta-
information) of previous node in processing tree. If node 
has done processing of current portion of input data and 
queue is empty, it is going to be blocked. When previous 
node puts new portion of output data to empty queue of 
current node, it will unblock the current node. When 
frame’s lifetime is expired root node provide meta-
information to kernel’s client and keep overlay into video-
file or propagate it over network. Since each node has its 
own input messages queue from previous one then 
necessary condition of successful video handling in real 
time weakens: each module must be executed during: 
 

FPS
ta

1
 ,  

 
that is N times more than in case of synchronous pipeline. 
Since modules can be performed independently from each 

other, to have ability of real-time video-analytics full time 
of one frame calculation must be less than: 

FPS

N
t k
b  , 

 

where kN - number of CPU-kernels in PC. But in this case 

calculated result can lag behind the current frame up to 

full time of kN frames calculation; however this lag does 

not impact to result. Multithreading asynchronous kernel 
of video analytics was implemented in the development of 
flexible-configured platform; functional schema is 
illustrated on Figure-3. Platform includes following 
software components: 
 
a) Multithreading asynchronous kernel of video 

analytics (CV Kernel) 

b) Kernel’s client (CV Client) 

c) Kernel’s supervisor (CV Supervisor) 
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Figure-3. Functional diagram of working video analytics platform. 
 

Kernel is able to communicate with several 
clients and supervisors simultaneously. Thereby, this 
software platform can be used in wide range of 
computational architectures: from microcomputers to 
mainframes and clusters. In the first case, client and kernel 
run in the same device and handle only one video-stream. 
This way is implemented in software architecture of target 
robot. In the second case, kernel can connect a lot of 
clients over Ethernet or Wi-Fi and it is applicable for 
video-processing in buildings.  

CV Kernel includes algorithm of making decision 
about creating new threads to optimize its number. For 
each processing module kernel checks for average 
execution time of latest created one during configuration’s 
parsing. If time is less than half of frame lifetime then 
kernel won’t create new thread and uses existing one. 
These modules are called “lightweight” and able to handle 
several frames during frame lifetime. Otherwise, kernel 
creates new module, since latest one is not able to process 
several frames during its lifetime. These modules are 
called “heavy”. 
 
3. FIRE DETECTION ALGORIGHTM ON THE  

    VIDEO 

The process of detection required objects on the 
video based on composition of matrices filtering modules 
by defined feature. In this case the indicator of filtering 
signal can be represented as Heaviside function )( p  or 

the function like: 
 








)(|0

)(|1
)(

,

,
,

ji

ji
ji mc

mc
mF , 

 

where )( , jimc  - logical condition of filtration acceptance 

criteria. 
Since the filtering is performed on matrices, and 

filtration functions performed on each pixel which is 
independent from neighbors, then Heaviside signed as 
function over matrix whereas )( , jimF  used as function 

over element of matrix. On the next step, the signal 
segmentation is used for optimized interpretation of 
filtering results. The set of bounding boxes describes areas 
of filtered signal is the result of this operation. These 
boxes are provided to auto-aiming algorithm of water-
cannon robot. The segmentation based on contours 
gravitation. Furthermore there is described algorithm of 
input signal tS  segmentation in general view. 

 

A. Contours extraction in tS  using Kenny’s 

algorithm [9] 
B. Outer contours detection using Freeman chain-

code [10] with linear approximation of contour edges. 
Output is stored into set of closed contours 
 

}{cont ,  

 
}],,0[|)},(),,({{ 2,1,02,1, Miii ppMiyxpyxplcont   

which element is described by lines set il  where each 

element described by two points ),(),,( 2,1, yxpyxp ii  and 

the last point of last edge is the same as first point of first 
edge 

C. Bounding boxes selection, which describes 

contours of : 
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,,, lpcontlcont   

)},,(),,({ 21 yxpyxpr   

)),min(),(min(),(1 yx ppyxp   

))max(),(max(),(2 yx ppyxp   

)}},(),,({|{ 21 yxpyxprrR   

 
D. Gravitation of nearest contours. This operation 

must be performed because of result areas of filtered 
signal are sliced by nearest but not intersected sub-regions. 
These sub-areas can be merged by principle of nearest 
location and significant areas of each other. For that, we 
have to calculate image moments for each contour [11]:  
 

,),(
,

,  
yx

ij
tij yxyxSm ,  

 
where contyx , , then get contour’s mass-center which 

will be used then in criteria of contour’s merging by 
gravitation formula: 
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where 2
0,0

1
0,0 , mm - areas of 1 and 2 contours appropriate 

contours, g - contour’s gravitation threshold. The set of 

contours is the result of operations above }'{' cont  
 

E. Filtering of merged contours set by its 
bounding boxes areas, to eliminate little contours. It is 
necessary for algorithm optimization and preventing of 
significant performance reduction caused by big numbers 
of contours. In this step we repeat calculations of 3-d step 
and have new set of contours: 
 

)}},(),,({'|'{' 21 yxpyxprrR   

 
and keep only contours which bounding box area more 
than 10% from pixel’s sum of RGB signal: 
 

1.0)(
,

,
,


nm

ji
t ji

CrS  

 
F. Since after previous step we have only 

significant areas of filtered signal in order to optimize 
representation of segmentation results it makes sense the 
union of bounding boxes which intersects more than 40% 
of its area: 
 

21 '''' rrr  , if 4.0
))'(),'(max(

)''(

21

21 


rSrS

rrS
 

and as result we get the set of united bounding boxes: 
 

)}},(),,({''|''{'' 21 yxpyxprrR   

 
G. It makes sense to track in time result bounding 

boxes with update its location on current frame. For this 
purpose we create new item which is called object, then 
we create new set of base objects: 
 

},''|,{|{  tRrtrooB . 

 
Each element of this set has its own rectangular 

area and last frame number t of detection new position of 
this object which is needed to set filtering from legacy 
objects. Initially this set is empty:  
 

0B  

 
For each bounding box of current frame find 

object which bounding box maximum intersects this one:  
 

iorSBoRr r  )(,,''  

))()(max(),()((max(max rSoSoSrS rr
Bo

, 

 
where i - minimal threshold of objects intersection. If this 
object is found then update its bounding box by current 
frame’s box and set its frame number to current one. 
Otherwise create new object: 
 

},''|,{'  tRrtro  

 
and insert this into set of base objects. Thus we have new 
set 'B updated information about current object’s location. 
Then legacy objects are erased from set: 
 

},,''|,{|{' fpsttZtRrtrooB f   , 

 

where ft  - current frame number,  - maximal time of 

object absent on the video, fps  - number of frames per 

second. 
H. Gravitation threshold’s calculation. It is 

necessary to correct contours splitting. Take into account 
that in case of video-fragment with small fire this 
threshold must be reduced, while in case of strongly 
burning objects it should be increased. 
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where |'| B  - elements number of base object set, 

50,1000 10  aa - coefficients of relation frame area 

nm   to average area’s value of bounding boxes S . 
The video-frame of nm pixels resolution is 

input of fire detection algorithm: 
 

]},0[],,0[|),,({ ,, njmibgrpF jinm  . 

 
Fire objects are output of algorithm. They are 

represented by bounding box and frame number of latest 
detection on the video:  
 

},''|,{|{  tRrtrooO , 

]},0[],,0[|)},(),,({ 21 mynxyxpyxpr  / 

 
Fire detection by color is defined by indicator 

function of pixel color characteristics in range of possible 
colors, characterized as flame by RGB schema [8]: 
 

}.,|),,({ ccc bbggrrbgrbgrpRGB  , 










 tjitRGBt Ff
RGBf

RGBf
FC

ji

ji
,,

|0

|1
)(1

,

, . 

The result matrix of filtered signal tC  can be 

handled by segmentation algorithm represented below and 
we have required set of fire objects 

},''|,{|{  tRrtrooO  

The results of this algorithm are represented on 
Figures 4-7. Here row-by-row we have frames of input 
(located on the left column), and filtered and segmented 
signal of fire (3 other columns). The result of color 
filtering is represented on the second column. The result of 
high-pass filter is represented on the third column. The 
result of low-pass filter is represented on the fourth 
column. Further both filters will be described in the paper. 
Each new row of complex image is described the frame 
after 1 second from previous one, to describe of video 
animation. In Figures 4-6 flame is found correctly on the 
video but in Figure-7 it is also found whereas no flame is 
described in the video: there is only white brick wall 
reflecting the sunlight which satisfies color filtering 
acceptance criteria. Thus, in spite of good result of true-
positive rate, it makes sense of using this filter but, we 
have to develop new filters to reduce false-positive rate of 
algorithm. 

 

 
 

Figure-4. The result of fire detection algorithm excluded by RGB schema, high-pass and low pass filters: video №1. 
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Figure-5. The result of fire detection algorithm excluded by RGB schema, high-pass and low pass filters: video №2. 
 

 
 

Figure-6. The result of fire detection algorithm excluded by RGB schema, high-pass and low pass filters: video №3. 
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Figure-7. The result of fire detection algorithm excluded by RGB schema, high-pass and low pass filters: video №4. 
 

After visual analysis of fire detection results 
represented on first and second columns hypothesis about 
significant change of fire contour makes sense. Thus, in 
order to filter motionless objects on video in case of 
motionless background we provide new high-pass filter. 
This filter includes linear superposition of exponential 
moving average components. 
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75.0,25.0 21   - smoothing constants of moving 

average, 10 - attenuation constant of color changing 

difference, 12  - minimal value of color change moving 

average. 
 

Application of two filters (RGB color and high-
pass) over target video-fragments is represented on 
Figures 4-7 (1-3 columns). In this case we have significant 
reduction of false-positive rate: there is only one false 
positive event on the first frame of video №4 related to 
shifting of background which is led by camera rotation. In 
constructed prototype of robot camera will be located in 
gun. It should be noted that fire protection robot rotates its 

gun by one impulse on 1 degree per second that means that 
we have to eliminate these false-positive events. If higher 
turn angle required, it can be done with greater angular 
velocity; however video analytics will not work during 
rotation. Also regions of found flames are very different 
between frames and this behavior leads to difficult auto-
aiming. 

Thus we have developed following low-pass 
filter based on calculation of weight’s signal matrix for 
filtered by RGB signal tС  in regions of high-pass filter 

signal. This procedure is necessary for extraction of static 
flame signal using moving average formula: 
 


























 

 12121,
, ,
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],[],,[,'|
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rrjrriBrC
EMAsS

xxyyji
ji

 

 

For each element of tС  we look for object  'Br . 

If the static signal’s value for element of S is more than 
threshold then calculate the value of signal lifetime: 
 

)}(),1min({ 0,max,, sstttT jijiji   , 

 

Where 255max t - maximal frame numbers of static 

signal’s lifetime, 3.00 s - minimal threshold of static 

signal of flame in pixel. Then, extract long-time living 
static signal as found flame:  
 

)}(|{ 0,,, fpsttffF jijiji   , 

 

Where 5.10 t - minimal value of static signal lifetime in 

seconds. The last step of algorithm is segmentation of F
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mask by formulas represented earlier. As result we have a 
fire sources set: 
 

},''|,{|{  tRrtrooO  
 

The results of application Color, high-pass and 
low-pass filtering is represented on fig. 4-7 (1-4 columns). 
In this case false-positive rate is not detected and fire area 
stays relatively constant on frame. Thus, this result can be 
used by auto-aiming algorithm. 
 
4. PORTING OF VIDEOANALYTICS  

    APPLICATIONS TO MICROCOMPUTER  

    ARCHITECTURE 

In order to porting applications to 
microcomputer, we have to choose microcomputer board 
which satisfies following requirements: 
 
a) Ability to install OS Linux for code-porting and 

ability to make ssh-session from remote PC  

b) Multithreading processor slightly inferiors currently 

used CPU in laptops.  

These requirements can be satisfied by using 
Raspberry PI 3 Model B based on 4-th kernels CPU 
Broadcom 1.4 GHz. In order to porting program code and 
measure performance of board we had to find out optimal 
image resolution for accurate fire detection in real-time. In 
comparison with microcomputer we choose ASUS laptop 
with 8-th kernels Intel Core i7 CPU, with maximal 
frequency is equal to 2.4 GHz. As result of investigation 
we found out, that optimal frame resolutions to have 
ability of using algorithm in real time are 200x150 and 
320x240 pixels for Raspberry PI for Intel Core i7 
appropriately. The values of average calculations time is 
depicted on Figure-8. The results of calculations mapped 
as image overlay is described on Figures 9, 10. It’s useful 
to note that due to calculations with relative (percentage of 
frame) and not absolute (pixel coordinates) bounding box 
areas, this algorithm can be used in wide range of frame 
resolutions. Timing values show us that Raspberry PI 
board has better than laptop performance. It can be 
explained by conclusion that desktop’s version of OS 
Linux requires much more CPU resources to perform OS 
background processes than embedded OS. 

 

 
 

Figure-8. Average video-processing time comparison between laptop based on 
Intel Core i7 CPU and Raspberry Pi 3. 
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Figure-9. Frame with fire-detection algorithm’s 
overlay (bounding boxes as result of laptop 

computations are highlighted). 
 

 
 

Figure-10. Frame with fire-detection algorithm’s 
overlay (bounding boxes as result of Raspberry 

PI 3 computations are highlighted). 
 
5. AUTO-AIMING ALGORITHM OF WATER- 

    CANNON ROBOT PROTOTYPE 

It is worth noting three features of auto-aiming algorithm: 
 
a) Proceeding from the requirement of motionless 

frame’s background captured by video-camera on gun 

of the prototype, its rotation must be performed by 

one impulse per second on little angle (1 degree) 

b) Pump must be switched on if the flame area is fixed in 

the center of the frame for at least 1 second 

c) Direct firing is assumed, so the robot’s gun is 

supposed to be rotated to the fire region center. 

Thus algorithm must have accumulated average 
characteristics of gun rotation by azimuth and vertical and 
moving average of pump activation with window size is 
the equal to number of frames per second. 

Algorithm initial conditions are: iteration’s 
number, average characteristics of cannon rotation in 

vertical and horizontal axes, moving average of pump 
activation component are equal to zero, pump is inactive, 
and target rectangle area is not initialized:  
 

 fraPEMARLDUi ,0,0)(,0,0,0,0,0
 

 
Input data is: list of found fire’s bounding boxes: 
 

)}},(),,({|{ 21 yxpyxprrR 
 

 
Output data is: list of commands to control of 

robot mechatronics.  
Algorithm description is described below: 

If R : 
 

1. 
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Otherwise: 
1. Looking for the most significant rectangle area by 
metrics: 
1.1. If fr , then RrrSr f  )),(max(  

1.2. Otherwise if fr then:
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)20/;20/( mnr  , where n is frame width, m  – 

frame height 

1.4. 
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iPEMAfps
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)()()()( 2211 yyxxyyxx cpcppcpci    

1.5. )( ycyy rrcUU    

1.6. )( yycy crrDD    

1.7. )( xcxx rrcLL    

1.8. )( xxcx crrRR    

1.9. If fpsi   (1 second is expired) 

1.9.1. fpsRRfpsLLfpsDDfpsUU  ,,,  

1.9.2. If rotDrotU   

1.9.2.1. And if DU  then turn cannon’s barrel down 1° 
1.9.2.2. Otherwise, turn cannon’s barrel up 1° 

1.9.3. If rotRrotL   

1.9.3.1. And if RL  , then turn cannon’s barrel left 1° 
1.9.3.2. Otherwise, turn cannon’s barrel right 1° 

3.0rot is minimal value of moving average by 
time for gun’s rotation 

1.10. Reset values of counter and average components 

of rotation: ,0,0  RLDUi  

1.11. If 0)( max  actpumpPEMA  then switch 

pump on, and set 1act  
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1.12. If 1)( min  actpumpPEMA  then switch  

pump off, and set 0act  
 
6. NATURAL EXPERIMENTS OF FIRE  

    SUPPRESSION BY PROTOTYPE OF 

    WATER-CANNON ROBOT 

In order to fire detection algorithm verifying in 
real-time we developed the prototype of water-cannon 
robot which able to detect fire by using of standard RGB 
video stream. Hardware components are described below: 
 
1. Raspberry PI 3 Model B board is intended for 

performing video analytics and sending commands to 
fire suppression. 

2. Arduino UNO R3 is intended for servo and pump 
control by commands from Raspberry PI 

3. USB Web camera Sven IC-305 is intended for video 
capturing 

4. Android smartphone is necessary to operator 
controlling of robot-water cannon (initiation of fire 
detection and auto-aiming) 

5. Laptop to fetch performance values and video overlay 
from robot 

 
Software architecture of robot is depicted on 

Figure-11. It consists following applications: 
 
1.  Multithreading asynchronous kernel of video 

analytics is implemented in C++ language. 
(Raspberry PI 3 Model B) 

2. Robot driver is implemented in Python language 
(Raspberry PI 3 Model B) 

3. Gamepad application is implemented in Kotlin 
language (Android smart phone) 

4. Kernel’s supervisor is implemented in Python 
language (laptop) 

5. Arduino UNO firmware to execute of commands 
of pump’s initiation and gun’s rotation, is 
implemented in wiring language 

 

 
 

Figure-11. Software architecture of robot-water cannon. 
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The prototype of water-cannon robot is 
represented on Figure-12. The frames of robot natural 
testing are represented on Figures 13-17. The black 
rectangular area is the detected fire’s region. The small 
inner rectangle on Figure-16 is the shooting by water-flow 
zone which is drawn for representative of fire suppression 
process. Figures 14-15 describe the result of fire detection 
algorithm, but proceeding from the features of auto-aiming 
algorithm, in order to make a decision about fire 
suppression by water-pump activation represented on 
Figure-16 robot spends about 1 second. The successful 
result of nature testing is represented on Figure-17.  
 

 
 

Figure-12. The prototype of water-cannon robot. 
 

 
 

Figure-13. Initial stage of forest fire. 

 
 

Figure-14. Fire detection by robot. 
 

 
 

Figure-15. Fire tracking to make decision about fire 
suppression. 

 

 
 

Figure-16. Shooting to fire by water flow. 
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Figure-17. Fire is successfully eliminated by robot. 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 

The prototype of water-cannon robot is 
successfully tested in process of small-scaled fire 
protection. It means that fire detection and suppression 
algorithm described in this paper effectively can be 
applied in real fire protection applications with relatively 
small cost of development. 

In the future, it is assumed on the basis of the 
obtained prototype to create an experimental sample of the 
module for automated control of water cannon, as well as 
to improve algorithms for identifying vulnerable areas of a 
flame on the basis of its structure and physical regularities. 
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